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Abstract 
We present new facets for the linear ordering polytope. These new facets generalize facets 
induced by subgraphs called fences, introduced by Grijtschel et al. (1985) and augmented fences, 
introduced by McLennan (1990). 
One novelty of the facets introduced here is that each subgraph induces not one but a family 
of facets, which are not generally rank inequalities. Indeed, we provide the smallest known 
example of a facet-representing inequality for the linear ordering polytope that is not a rank 
inequality. 
Gilboa (1990) introduced the diagonal inequalities for the linear ordering polytope, and 
Fishburn (1991) posed the question of identifying precisely which diagonal inequalities repre- 
sent facets. We completely resolve Fishburn’s question. 
Some of our results can be transported to the acyclic subgraph polytope. These new facets 
for the acyclic subgraph polytope are the first ones that are not represented by rank inequalities. 
1. The linear ordering polytype 
A linear ordering of an n-element set N is a bijection 7t : { 1,2, . . . , n} + N. Let c,, be 
the value of having u before v in the linear ordering. The value of the linear 
ordering n is 
c c,,: 71 -l(u) < 71-l 
(u, U)EN x N 
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The problem of determining if there is a linear ordering with value less than an input 
constant is NP-complete. 
Let G = (N, A) be a strict directed graph (i.e. having no loops or multiple arcs) with 
n_ode s$ N and arc set A c N x N. For fl c N and A c A n (fl x fl), the graph 
G = (N, A”) is a subgraph of G. The graph G is acyclic if it contains no directed cycles. 
A directed graph (N, T) is a tournament on N if for every pair of distinct nodes u, u E N, 
exactly one of (u, v) and (u, u) is in T. Given a linear ordering of the nodes N of 
a directed graph, the arc set {(u, u): nn- l(u) < X- l(u)} forms an acyclic tournament on 
N; conversely, an acyclic tournament (N, T) induces a unique linear ordering of N. 
Following [7], we let (ii, i2 ,...,i,)denotethearcset{(ij,i,):ldj<kdn}ofthe 
acyclic tournament induced by the linear ordering rc where rc( j ) = ij for j = 1,2, . . . , n. 
For other graph-theoretic terminology, see [l]. 
Let G, = (N, A,) be the complete strict directed graph on the n-element node set 
{ 1,2, . . . , n}. Let & E; 2A” be the collection of the arc sets of acyclic tournaments on N. 
The linear ordering polytope YE0 is the convex hull of the incidence vectors of 
elements of Yn. 
The linear ordering polytope is important in the understanding of binary choice 
probabilities in mathematical psychology and voting proportions in the theory of 
social choice (see [3]). The linear ordering problem is also of interest in economics, 
specifically, in the triangulation of input-output matrices (see [14]). Other areas of 
application include scheduling (see [ll]) and anthropology (see [S]). Investigations 
into the characterization of 8” Lo by linear inequalities dates from 1953 (see [8]) and 
has attracted considerable attention in mathematical psychology in the past decade 
(see C31). 
The dimension of a polytope 9 c R A, denoted dim(S), is one less than the 
maximum number of affinely independent points in 9’. Grdtschel et al. [7] established 
that dim(g’“,o) = $n(n - 1) and showed that 
x(i,j)+x(j,i)=l Vi,jEN,withi#j, (1) 
is a maximal irredundant equation system for gto. For a~ RA, a # 0, a0 E R, the 
inequality aTx 6 a0 is valid for 9 if 9 E {XE [WA: aTx < uo}. A valid inequality 
uTx d a, represents a facet of B if dim(Y n {xE IFP: uTx = ao}) = dim(S) - 1. 
Grotschel et al. [7] also showed that the nonnegativity inequalities and the upper- 
bound inequalities 
O< x(&j)< 1, V(i,j)EA,, 
represent facets of 9 lo. 
(2) 
We are interested in studying the structure of Y Lo, and this paper presents two 
collections of facet-representing inequalities of PLO. The first collection of these 
inequalities, which we call t-reinforced k-fence inequalities, are induced by subgraphs 
of G, known as k-fences. That these inequalities represent facets generalizes a result of 
Grotschel et al. [7]. Indeed, we will demonstrate that the t-reinforced k-fence inequali- 
ties, together with the well-known triangle inequalities and the trivial inequalities and 
equations, imply the full set of diagonal inequalities introduced by Gilboa [4], thus 
resolving a question of Fishburn [3]. The second collection of facet-representing 
inequalities, which we call augmented t-reinforced k-fence inequalities, are induced by 
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subgraphs called augmented k-fences. That these inequalities represent facets general- 
izes a result of McLennan [15]. 
In many other combinatorial problems defined on graphs, facets of the associated 
polytope are often induced by subgraphs. A rank inequality is an inequality of the form 
c eeS x(e) < r(S), where r(S) is the minimum number for which the inequality is valid. 
One novelty of the facets introduced in this paper is that each subgraph induces not 
one but a family of facets, which are not generally rank inequalities. We provide the 
smallest known example of a facet-representing inequality for the linear ordering 
polytope that is not a rank inequality. 
We transport some of our results to the acyclic subgraph polytope. In doing so, we 
establish the first facets of the acyclic subgraph polytope that are not represented by 
rank inequalities. 
2. New facets for the linear ordering polytope 
For every integer k 2 3, a directed graph is a simple k-fence if it is isomorphic to 
D = (U u W, F, u F,), where 
U=(ul,uZ ,..., uk} and W=(wI,w2 ,..., wk} withUnW=& 
Fi = {(n,, WI), (uz, w,), . . . >&r w,)}, 
Fz= fi {(wi,u)Ia~U\{ui)}. 
i=l 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Note that the arc sets F, and F, are completely determined by the bijection r : W+ U 
defined by z(wi) = ui for 1 < i d k. Fig. 1 illustrates a simple 4-fence. Following [6], 
we call the elements of F1 pales and the elements of F, pickets. 
Let D = (U u W, F, u F2) be a simple k-fence. Let h be an element that is not in 
U u W. The graph D,, = (U u WV {h}, F1 u F2 u F3) with 
is an augmented simple k-fence. We call the edges in F3 poles. Fig. 2 illustrates an 
augmented simple 4-fence. 
If G = (N, A) is a directed graph with (i,j)EA, then the graph G’ = (N u (u>, 
A u {(i, a), (n,j)}\{(i,j))), w h ere u#N, is a graph obtained by subdividing arc (i, j). 
A (non-simple) k-fence is a directed graph D’ = (V’, F; u F ;) obtained by repeated 
subdivision of arcs of a simple k-fence D = (V, F1 u F,). Similarly, a (non-simple) 
augmented k-fence is a directed graph 06 = (V’ u {h}, F; u F; u F ;) obtained by 
repeated subdivision of arcs of an augmented simple k-fence Dh = (V u {h}, F1 u F2). 
The pales (respectively, pickets, poles) of D’ and Dl, are the arcs obtained by subdivid- 
ing the pales (pickets, poles) of D and D,. 
If D’ = (V’, F; u F ;) is a k-fence that is a subgraph of G, then for a nonnegative 
integer t, we call the inequality 
C 
t(t + 1) 
(i, j)EF: 
x(i,j)~tlF;(+JF;I-tk+--, (6) 
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Fig. 1. A simple 4-fence. 
Fig. 2. An augmented simple 4-fence. 
a r-reinforced k-fence inequality. If the k-fence is simple, then the right-hand side of (6) 
is k(k - 1) + it(t + 1). The k-fence inequalities introduced by Grotschel et al. [6] are 
l-reinforced k-fence inequalities. A O-reinforced k-fence inequality is simply the sum 
(over the pickets) of the upper-bound inequalities x(i, j) d 1. 
If Db = (V’ u (h}, F; u F h u F ;) is an augmented k-fence that is a subgraph of G, 
then for t 2 0, with t integer-valued, we call the inequality 
r C x(&j) + C x(i, j) + (k - 1 - t) c x(i, j) 
(i. J’W: (LjW: (i, JM’L 
t(t + 1) 
<tlF;I+IF;(+(k-l-t)lFjl+ 2 ___ - k(k - l), (7) 
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an augmented t-reinforced k-fence inequality. If the augmented k-fence is simple, then 
the right-hand side of (7) is 2k2 - (t + 2) k + ft(t + 1). The inequalities introduced by 
McLennan [lS] are augmented l-reinforced k-fence inequalities for simple k-fences. 
In this section, we will show that inequalities (6) and (7) induced by simple k-fences 
and augmented simple k-fences represent facets of SLo for 1 d t d k - 2. Griitschel 
et al. [7] noted that l-reinforced k-fence inequalities induced by non-simple k-fences do 
not represent facets of PLO. In Section 3, we demonstrate that inequalities (6) and (7) 
represent facets of the acyclic subgraph polytope regardless of whether the k-fences 
and augmented k-fences are simple, generalizing a result of Grbtschel et al. [6]. 
2. I. Simple k-fences 
Proposition 2.1. For 1 d t < k - 2, let D’ = D = (U v W, F1 u F2) be a simple k-fence 
that is a subgraph of G, = (N, A,,). Then the t-reinforced k-fence inequality (6) repre- 
sents a facet of PLO. 
Note that each simple k-fence induces k - 2 facets. The special case of Proposition 2.1 
with t = 1 is established in [7]. The case with t = 2 is related to a result of Leung [12]. 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 appeals to the following result. 
Proposition 2.2 [i’]. If aTx < a0 represents a facet of 9’nLo for n 3 2, then aTx d a0 
represents a facet of 9):;’ whereaij=aijforall(i,j)EA,andai,n+~=a.+~,i=Ofor 
i=l 3 ... 3 n. 
Proof (Proposition 2.1). It can easily be checked that (6) is a valid inequality for 
Y;o when t > 0. It suffices to prove the proposition for n = 2k and G, = 
GZk = (U u W, AZk) by applying Proposition 2.2. 
Let F-Lo = conv {x E [WA*? x E 9:; and x satisfies (6) as an equation}. Let bTx < b. 
be a valid inequality for Yzb such that Y$, g/(x E RAzk: bTx = bo}, then bTx d b. is 
a nonnegative multiple of (6) plus a linear combination of Eqs. (1). 
By adding a multiple of x(i, j) + x( j, i) = 1 to bTx < bO, we can make the coefficient 
of (i, j) in the resulting inequality zero. Therefore, we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that 
b,, = 0 tl(u, u)EF~ u Fz, 
b,, = 0 V(U, V) = (Ui, uj) or (WC, Wj) with i <j. 
Consider the three acyclic tournaments having arc sets 
<Wl,W2, w3, ... ?wk-t,uk-t+l, Wk-f+l,Uk-f+2,Wk-t+2,...,Uk,Wk, 
Uk-t, Uk-t- 1, ... , u3, u2, Ul>, 
cw2, wl> w3> *.. , Wk-t, Uk-t+l, Wk-f+l, Uk-t+Z, Wk-t+2, . . ..uk. Wkr 
Uk-t, Uk-t-l, . . . ,u3, U2? Ul >, 
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and 
cwl, w2, w3, *** >Wk-r, Uk-t+l, Wk-t+l, Uk-t+2, wk-t+2, ... ,uk, wk, 
Uk-t, Uk-r- 1, *.. , u3, ul, u2 >. (8) 
It is clear that the associated incidence vectors are in .FLo. Substituting these vectors 
into bTx = b. implies that b,,,, = b,,,, = b,,,, = b,,,, = 0. By permuting the nodes 
of U and permuting the nodes of W, we can conclude that 
b,,, = b,,. = 0 Vu, U’EU and VW, W’E W. 
Next, comparing (8) and 
cw,> w2, ... ,Wk-t-1, uk-1, Wk-r, Uk-t+l, Wk-t+l, ... ,uk> wk, 
Uk-f-l,...,U2, Ul>, 
we have that 
; b,,,,,_, = L-fWk_-L. 
i=k-t+ 1 
By permuting the nodes of U and W, we can conclude that 
b,,w, = tPi, 1 d i Q k 
and 
b,,.i = pi, 1 < i, j < k, j # i, 
for some constants /Ii for 1 < i < k. Next, comparing 
<w 1,...,Wk-r-l,Uk-t,Wk-t,Uk-r+l,Wk-1+1,...,Uk-2,Wk-2, 
uk-1, wk-l,uk,wk,uk-l-l,..., Ul>, 
and 
<w 1, ... ,Wk-t-l, Uk-t, Wk-r, Uk-f+l, Wk-t+l, ... ,Uk-2, wk-2, uk, wk, 
~k-l,wk-l,uk-l-l,...,ul), 
we observe that b,,_,,, = bWkUk_,, and hence pi = /I for some constant /I for all i with 
1 < i < k. Hence, bTx < b. is /I times (6). Now consider the incidence vector of 
<u1, u2, *.* ,Uk-t, wk, uk, wk-1, uk-1, *** ,Wk-f-l, Uk-t-l, 
Wk-t, Wk-t-l, ... , WI> 
which corresponds to the linear ordering that is the reverse of the one associated with 
(8). Substituting this vector into bTx, we get 
P(t(k - t) + :t(t - 1)) = P([k(k - 1) + ft(t + l)] - [(k - t)2 + k(t - 1) + t-J). 
WV 
right-hand side of (6) >o 
Since, bTx < b,, is valid for YE:, we must have /I 2 0. 0 
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Following Fishburn [3], the valid inequality aTx < a,,, of PLO is in canonical form if 
(1) aijaji = 0 for all i #j, iEN,jEN, 
(2) a,, > 0, a, > 0 for some SEA,, and 
(3) the u,(e~A,) are nonnegative relatively prime integers. 
The order of a canonical valid inequality uTx < a0 of 9% is 1 {i E N : uij > 0 or aji > 0 
for some j E N} I. The index of the inequality is rnaxeEA,, a,. All other known canonical 
facet-representing inequalities of 9Lo with index greater than 1, have greater order 
than the 2-reinforced 4-fence inequality. 
2.2. Augmented simple k-fences 
Next, we show that inequality (7) represents a facet of 9’Lo when 0; is 
augmented simple k-fence. 
Following [lS], we call a valid inequality uTx < a, for Yto cyclic if uTx can 
written in the form 
UTX = i li(X(Ui, bi) + X(bi, Cj) + X(Ci, Ui)) 
i=l 
for some SEZ+, IiER+ for i = 1, . . . . s. For heN, let 
an 
be 
(&h) = 
0 if i = h or j = h, 
V 
uij otherwise 
and 
a0 
(h) = u O-i( c uih+ c uhj), 
IEN jeN 
McLennan [ 151 proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. Zf uTx < a0 is a cyclic valid inequality for PLO and he N, then 
uTx < a, represents a facet of PLO if and only if uChjTx < a#” represents a facet of 
9%. 
Proposition 2.3 can be applied to generate new facets for 9’)nLo in the following 
manner suggested by McLennan [15]. Suppose that uChjTx < uf’ represents a facet of 
Co, and suppose that uiq’ = 0 if i = h or j = h. Let aij = u$’ if i # h and j # h. It 
remains to specify a0 and Uij when i = h or j = h. Let 
oih = 1 UP, iEN\( 
jEN\(i) 
ahj = 
1 a$), jeN\{h}, 
It can be checked that uTx < a0 is a cyclic inequality. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, it is 
facet representing. 
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McLennan [lS] used Proposition 2.3 to show that the augmented (l-reinforced) 
k-fence inequality (7) induced by an augmented simple k-fence represents a facet of 
Co. Since, by Proposition 2.1, the t-reinforced k-fence inequalities induced by simple 
k-fences represent facets of YLo, applying Proposition 2.3, we obtain the following 
result. 
Proposition 2.4. For 1 < t < k - 2, let Db = Dh = (U v W u {h}, F1 v Fz v F3) be an 
augmented simple k-fence that is a subgraph of G, = (N, A,), then the augmented 
t-reinforced k-fence inequality (7) represents a facet of .Y)nLo. 
Unfortunately, as noted by McLennan [15] for the case t = 1, applying the same 
construction, starting with the facet-representing augmented t-reinforced k-fence 
inequality, we obtain exactly the same inequality; thus, Proposition 2.3 cannot be 
applied repeatedly to generate new facets. 
2.3. Diagonal inequalities 
Fishburn [3] noted that when D’ is a simple k-fence, the t-reinforced k-fence 
inequality for 1 < t < k - 1 is a special case of Gilboa’s [4] diagonal inequality 
& jtug(i) i) x(i>j ) + fiEw\;_()) x(z(i)y 4 
<v+k(k-I)-l{(i,j):i=jf$i)}[; 
where UE N, WC N, IU( = 1 WI = k, 1 < t < k-l, and r is a bijection from 
w to u. 
The t-reinforced k-fence inequality corresponds to the diagonal inequality with 
U n W = 0. The diagonal inequality with U = {u, w }, W = {w, v} and t = 1 is 
x(u, u) + x(u, w) + x(w, u) < 2, (10) 
the triangle inequality known to mathematical psychologists. Gilboa [4] showed that 
the diagonal inequalities with 1 < t Q k - 1 are valid for PLO, but did not address the 
question of when they define facets. 
Proposition 2.1 provides a sufficient condition, namely, when U n W = 8 and 
1 < t < k - 2. That the triangle inequalities (10) represent facets of 9% is shown in 
[7]. Fishburn [3] raised the question of whether other diagonal inequalities induce 
facets. We will demonstrate that, among the diagonal inequalities, the t-reinforced 
k-fence inequalities and the triangle inequalities are the only inequalities that repre- 
sent facets of Y’;o. Indeed we show more: that every diagonal inequality is implied by 
the t-reinforced k-fence inequalities, the triangle inequalities, and the trivial equations 
and inequalities. 
Proposition 2.5. The diagonal inequality (9) represents a facet of S”,9 if and only if it is 
a triangle inequality (lo), or a t-reinforced k-fence inequality (6). Moreover, every point 
in R”; satisfying Eqs. (l), inequalities (2), the triangle inequalities, and the t-reinforced 
k-fence inequalities, also satisfies the diagonal inequalities. 
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Proof. Let C be the arc set of a directed cycle of G, = (N, A,). Grijtschel et al. [7] 
noted that the &cycle inequality 
ci,;~cx(i.A d ICI -1 (11) 
is valid for PLO. In fact, (11) can be written as a sum of Eqs. (1) and triangle 
inequalities. 
We proceed to prove Proposition 2.5 by showing that when 1 U n WI 3 1, the 
diagonal inequality (9) can be written as a sum of Eqs. (1) and positive multiples of 
inequalities (2), (6) (10) and (11). 
Let U= {ul,uz,..., uk} and W= {wl, w2, . . . , wk} with the bijection r mapping 
Wi t0 Ui (1 < i < k). Let U n W # 8. 
Let Q be the subset of U n W that is left fixed by r, that is, r(u) = v, Vu E Q. Let R be 
the maximal subset of (U n W)\Q with the property that r is a permutation on R. 
Let R = U:=lRp, where each R, is a minimal cycle of the permutation. Let 
S = (U n W)\(Q u R) = U2E1 S,, where each S, c (U n W) i a simple chain induced 
by r that is maximal on U n W. For specificity, 
(1) let R, = {vy, . . . , vl”,} (r, 3 2, 1 < p < dR), where 
v&,=z(vfJEUnW, for2dqdr,, 
and 
(2) let S, = {VT, . . . , z$,} (s,, 2 1, 1 d p d ds), where 
AP) = M)E U\ w, 
v&~=~(v,P)EU~W, 2Qqds,, 
and 
w(p) E r-‘(ub)~ w\u. 
Let m = IQ/ + IRI + ISI = IUn WI. Let W’= W\U and U’= U\W and let 
w; = {o(l), . . . , co(&)} E W’ and U; = {p(l), . . . , .~(ds)} G U’. 
With this notation, inequality (9) can be written as 
c c x(4 n) + 1 c x(v, u) 
usQ us(U n W) v U’\(v) ueR ue(U n W) u U’\@(u)) 
+c c x(v, u) 
uss us(U n W)” U’\(r(v)) 
+c c x(w, 4 + t f 
WSW us(U n W)vU’\(r(w)) p= 1 usR, 
+ t 2 XMP), v?) + “cl x(0;, uqp+d + xb$,, 4P)) 
p=l q=l 
d t(t + 1) 
2 + k(k -1) -([RI + IS/). 
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Let f= k -m. Let D = (U’ u W’, F1 u F,) be a simple f-fence where the sets 
F1 and F2 are defined by the bijection r’: W’-+ U’ given by 
~‘(o(P)) = P(P), 1 d P Q ds, 
and 
Z’(Oi) = Ui, VWi~ W’\ W;. 
We first examine the case when [RI + ISI d t < k. Let T= t -(IRI + ISI). Con- 
sider the following valid inequalities and equations: 
(1) the T-reinforced f-fence inequality defined on the simple f-fence D, 
T 2 xMP), W(P)) + T c x(ui2 wi) + 1 1 x(w, u) 
p=l W,EW'\W: wsW'uEU'\(z'(W)] 
~ W+l) 
2 
+f(f- I)? 
(2) the I R 1 f triangle inequalities 
x(w, u) + x(v, r’(w)) + x(?(w), w) < 2, VVE R, w E W’, 
(3) the 1 S 1 (f- 1) triangle inequalities 
x(w, u;, + x(2$, z’(w)) + x@‘(w), w) < 2, VU,pES, WE W’\{W(P)>, 
(4) the IQ ( upper-bound inequalities 
x(v,u)< 1, VVEQ, UEU’, 
(5) the IQ 1 upper-bound inequalities 
x(w, v) d 1, VVEQ, WE W’, 
(6) the (7) - (IRI + IS -d,) equations 
x(v, s) + x(s, v) = 1, VUEQ u R u S, se(Q u R u S)\{+(v)}, u # s, 
(7) the dR weighted dicycle inequalities 
(t + 1) C x(r(u), u) < (IR,I - 110 + 11, 1 G P G dR, 
UER, 
(8) the (IS I - d,) dicycle inequalities 
x(2$ CL(p)) + x(&k 0;) + x(v’;, G) + ... + x(& v:) G 4, 
1 d p < ds, 2 < q Q sp, 
(9) the (ISI - d,) dicycle inequalities 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
a;> vi+1 )+ ... +x(v~P_l,v~P ) + x(~:&Jm) + x(dP),vg G sp+ 1 -q> 
ldp$ds, l<q<s,-1, (20) 
(10) the ds (weighted) dicycle inequalities 
(t + 1 - sp)(x(uY, 0% + ... + x(v,P+ u&) + x(& W(P)) + x(w(p), P(P)) 
+ U(P), VT)) d (sp + l)(t + 1 - sp), 1 d p < 4, (21) 
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(11) the ds equations 
- (t - s&G(p), 4~)) + x(~P)> PL(P))) = - @ - sp), 1 G P G 6. (22) 
It can be checked that the left-hand side of the sum of these inequalities and equations 
is precisely the left-hand side of (9), and the right-hand side is 
t(t + 1) 
p+k(k-l)-(lRl+IS()- 
2 
~(m-l+lRI+~Sl)+(t+l)dn-~Rl 
which does not exceed the right-hand side of (9) since m 2 1 and t > m > [RI. 
The case for t < I R ( + 1 S I is slightly more complicated. Again we consider a sum of 
valid inequalities and equations, namely 
(1) the f( f - 1) upper-bound inequalities 
x(w, U) < 1, VWE W’, UE U’\{?(w)}, 
(2) the I R If triangle inequalities 
x(w, v) + x(v, r’(w)) + x@‘(w), w) < 2, VUER, w E W’, 
(3) the IS I(f- 1) triangle inequalities 
x(w, 0;) + X(U& r’(w)) + x(r’(w), w) d 2, VV,pES, WE W’\{O(P)), 
(4) the IQ1 upper-bound inequalities 
x(u,u)< 1, VUEQ,UEU’, 
(5) the I Q 1 upper-bound inequalities 
x(w, v) < 1, VOEQ, WE W’, 
(6) the (7) - (IRI + ISI -d,) equations 
x(v, s) + x(s, v) = 1, VUEQ u R u S, se(Q u R u S)\{z’(u)}, u # s, 
(7) the dR weighted dicycle inequalities 
(t + 1) 1 x(z(v), u) Q (I&I - l)(t + I), 1 < p < dR, 
UERp 
and for each p~{l, . . . , d,}, the following inequalities and equations: 
(1) the dicycle inequalities 
x(G P(P)) + X(P(PL q[q-z)/rjt+ 1 ) + a&-2)/t]r+ 1) f(q-2)/rJt+2 1 
+ 
9-2 
... +x(u;_,,u;)< q- t L J t, 2<qds,, 
(2) the dicycle inequalities 
443 di+d + ... + x(u;q,t,t 7 qq,qr+ 1) + x(gj,r,t+ 1 2 W(P)) + X(4P), 4) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
< I1 4 t+2-q, l<q< l-It sp - 1 t ’ (31) 
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(3) the dicyclic inequalities 
x(uZ, U;+r) + ... + M- 1, $) + x(t$,, O(P)) + x(cQ), 0;) d sp + 1 - 4, 
1 1 s, t+16q<s,-l, (32) t 
(4) the (weighted) dicycle inequality 
([jr-G+ l)(x(“~~~._II.,~+I,u~~~~_~~,~,~+*)+ .” + x(U:P-19s”,) 
+ x(& O(P)) + X(W(P), uLq,p-l,,fJ + 1) )~(s~-l~~f)(T~lf-s~+l) 
(33) 
(5) the equation 
=-(‘j-sp+l) ifs,-[~]t+landtil, 
(6) the (weighted) triangle inequality 
(~~~~-~,+1)(x(P(P).u~)+x(ol,o(~))+x(m(~),~(~))) 
G2([:jt-sp+1) ifs,<r, 
(34) 
(35) 
(7) the equation 
- (t - s,)(x(P(P), O(P)) + x(0(~), P(P))) = -(t - sp) if sp < r, (36) 
(8) and the upper-bound inequality 
x(0(p), P(P)) < 1, if sp > r. (37) 
Let sp=mpt+rpwheremp,rp~Z+ andO<r,<t-1. Ifm,#Oandr,>2, the 
sum of the right-hand sides of (30)-(37) is 
2m,(2+(:+t))t+2(F) (rp - 1) + (t + 1 - rp)rp - (t - rp + 1) + 1 
= m,t(t + 3) + r,(t + 3) - (t + 3) + 1 
= (sp - l)(t + 3) + 1. 
If mp # 0 and rp = 1, the sum of the right-hand sides of (30)-(37) is 
m,t(t + 3) + 1 = (sp - l)(t + 3) + 1. 
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Similarly, if s,, > t and rp = 0, the sum of the right-hand sides of (30)-(37) is also 
(sP - l)(t + 3) + 1. For s,, d t, an extra term of (t - sp + 1) must be added to this sum. 
Because of the nonnegativity inequalities, the value of the left-hand side of the sum 
of (23)-(37) is at least that of the left-hand side of (9). Furthermore, with S’ = 
{p: 1 < p < d, sp d t}, the sum of the right-hand sides of (23)-(37) is 
f(f- 1) + 2mf- 21SI + m(m2- l) - (IRI + ISI -4) + (t + 1HIRI -dR) 
ds 
+ P;l (sg - l)(t + 3) + & + C (t - sp + 1) 
psS’ 
t(t + 1) 
=~+(f+m)(f+m-l)-(IRI+ISI)-r, 
2 
. 
right-hand side of (9) 
where 
r= ;(m-t)(m-++(lQ,+d,+d,+‘I-l)t 
[ 
+(lQI+&+ds-ISII)+ c sp . 
PCS’ 1 
If r 2 0, then (9) does not represent a facet (unless it is a triangle inequality or 
a t-reinforced k-fence inequality). Since m > t, f(m - t)(m - t - 3) 2 0 except when 
m=t+l or m = t + 2, in which case f(m - t)(m - t - 3) = - 1. If 
(IQI+d,+ds-lS’l-1)30, then (IQI+dR+ds--IS’I)~l, so r20. On the 
other hand, (IQI+dR+ds-ISII--l)<O only if IQI=IRI=O and ds=ISII, 
whence m = 1 pss, sp 2 t + 1, so r 2 0. Hence r > 0 in all cases, and this completes the 
proof. 0 
3. The acyclic suhgraph polytope 
Let G = (N, A) be a strict directed graph and let Wij be the weight of arc (i, j). The 
(weighted) acyclic subgraph problem (d%(G)) is the problem of finding a maximum- 
weight acyclic subgraph of G = (N, A). This problem arises in the study of systems 
with feedback (see, for example, [16]); if G” = (fi, A”) is an acyclic subgraph of G, then 
B = A\A” is a feedback arc set, and, in applications, it is desirable to find one of small 
size. GrGtschel et al. [6] discuss the relationship of &V(G) to several other important 
problems. 
Let Pa,-(G) E [WA be the convex hull of the feasible solutions of &W(G). It is easy to 
see that PAc(G) is fill-dimensional, that is, dim(PAc(G)) = IAl. Grdtschel et al. [6] 
investigated the acyclic subgraph polytope and introduced several families of facets, 
all of which are represented by rank inequalities. 
In this section, we will prove the following propositions. 
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Proposition 3.1. For 1 < t d k - 2, let D’ = (V’, F; v F ;) be a k-fence that is a sub- 
graph of G = (N, A). Then the t-reinforced k-fence inequality (6) represents a facet of 
OX. 
Proposition 3.2. For ldtdk-2, let D~=(V’u{h},F;vF;vF;) be an aug- 
mented k-fence that is a subgraph of G = (N, A). Then the augmented t-reinforced 
k-fence inequality (7) represents a facet of P*,(G). 
Again, note that each k-fence and each augmented k-fence induces k - 2 facets. The 
special case of Proposition 3.1 with t = 1 is established in [6]. The special case of 
Proposition 3.1 with t = 2 is related to a result of Leung [12]. 
To prove Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we first apply a result of Boyd and Pulleyblank 
[2] to show that both (6) and (7) represent facets of gAC(G) when G = G, = (N, A,,) is 
a complete strict directed graph, D’ is a simple k-fence and 0; is an augmented simple 
k-fence. We then use a ‘projection’ argument to prove the case for arbitrary G and then 
extend the result to (non-simple) k-fences and augmented k-fences. 
Given a polyhedron Q 5 [WA that lies in the nonnegative orthant of [WA, the 
submissive, Q”, of Q is defined by 
&={.x~R~:O~xXx’forsomex’~Q}. 
Let aTx < a0 be a facet of Q and let AQx = bQ be a maximal irredundant equation 
system for Q. The support of the valid inequality aTx d a0 is defined to be the set 
S, = {eE A: a, # O}. 
Boyd and Pulleyblank [2] called aTx < a0 support reduced if a subset of A\S, indexes 
a column basis of AQ. They proved the following result. 
Proposition 3.3. Let Q be a polyhedron in the nonnegative orthant of [WA and let Q” be its 
submissive. Let aTx < a0 with a > 0 be support reduced and represent a facet of Q that 
is not a trivial facet x, > 0 for some e E A. Then aTx < a0 represents a facet of 0. 
It is easy to see that 9Ac(Gn) is the submissive of PLO. Moreover, since (1) is 
a maximally irredundant equation system for 9 Lo, any valid inequality aTx d a0 with 
aijaji = 0 for all (i, j) E A,, is support reduced. Hence (6) and (7) are support reduced. 
Therefore, applying Proposition 3.3 shows that inequalities (6) and (7) induced by 
simple k-fences and augmented simple k-fences represent facets of YAc(G,) for com- 
plete strict directed graphs G,. The next proposition extends this result to the case 
when G is not complete. 
Proposition 3.9. Let G = (N, A) be a strict directed graph and let G, = (N, A,) be the 
completion of G (that is, the complete strict directed graph on node set N). Let aTx < a0 
represent a facet of PAc(G,,) and let S, c A. Then aTx < a, also represents a facet of 
SAC. 
Proof. It is clear that aTx d a0 is valid for Y*,-(G). Let m = n(n - 1). Since aTx < a0 
represents a facet of PA&G,), there are m affinely independent points, say x1, . . . , x”‘, 
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withx’EgAC(Gn)andaTx’=a,,fori= l,...,m.Letxi(i= l,...,m)betherowsofthe 
m x m matrix X. Let X be the m x (m + 1) matrix obtained by adding to X a column of 
ones, and let X be partitioned as 
X = [XI I x2 I x3 I11 
where X, (respectively, X2 and X,) consists of the columns of X indexed by 
S, (respectively, A\S, and A,\A). Now since the xi’s are affinely independent, 
rank(X) = m. Hence, .J? contains m linearly independent columns and its columns 
span R”. On the other hand, since all the xi satisfy aTxi = a,,, the columns of the 
matrix [XI ) l] must be linearly dependent. Hence, [XI I X2 1 X,] must be nonsingu- 
lar, else there is a spanning set of R” with fewer than m linearly independent points, 
which is impossible. This means that rank([X, I X2 I 11) = I Al. Now, each row of 
[XI I X2] is a feasible point in 9,&G) and satisfies uTx = uO, therefore, uTx < a0 
represents a facet of 9,&G). 0 
We remark that an alternative proof of Propositions 2.1 and 3.1, using a combina- 
tion of spectral (see [9, lo]) and direct methods can be found in [13]. 
Finally, that each inequality (6) induced by a (nonsimple) k-fence 
D’ = (V’, F; u F ;) and each inequality (7) induced by an augmented (nonsimple) 
k-fence 0; = (V’ u {h}, F; u F; u F ;) represents a facet of YAc(G) can be shown by 
applying the following result. 
Proposition 3.5 [6]. Let G = (N, A) be a directed graph, and let uTx d a0 be a facet of 
P.&G). Let G’ = (N’, A’) be the graph obtained by subdividing the arc (i, j ) E A into the 
arcs (i, v) and (v, j). Then the inequality aTx Q a0 dejines a facet of PA&G’), where 
a, = U(i, j) if e = (i, 0) or (U,j 1, 
UC? otherwise 
and 
20 = UO + U(t, j). 
4. Conclusion 
This paper presents two 2-parameter families of facets for the linear ordering 
polytope and the acyclic subgraph polytope. We showed that the t-reinforced k-fence 
inequalities, introduced in this paper, and the triangle inequalities are the only facets 
among a large class of valid inequalities (Gilboa’s diagonal inequalities) for the linear 
ordering polytope. We also provide the smallest known example of a facet-represent- 
ing inequality for the linear ordering polytope that is not a rank inequality. The 
inequalities introduced here are also the first facet-representing inequalities dis- 
covered for the acyclic subgraph polytope that are not rank inequalities. There are 
many examples of facet-representing rank inequalities CeEsx(e) < r(S) in the litera- 
ture. The results in this paper suggest that such inequalities may admit facet- 
representing generalizations when the structure S is not completely symmetric (here, 
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we exploited the asymmetry between the pales and the pickets). We hope this paper is 
a step toward a more systematic investigation of such facets. 
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